Abstract To ensure the uniqueness and recognition of data and make it easy to analyze and process the data of all subsystems of the neutral beam injector (NBI), it is required that all subsystems have a unified system time. In this paper, the timing synchronization software is presented which is related to many kinds of technologies, such as shared memory, multithreading, TCP protocol and so on. Shared memory helps the server save the information of clients and system time, multithreading can deal with different clients with different threads, the server works under Linux operating system, the client works under Linux operating system and Windows operating system. With the help of this design, synchronization of all subsystems can be achieved in less than one second, and this accuracy is enough for the NBI system and the reliability of data is thus ensured.
Introduction
NBI is one of the main plasma heating methods for Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST). Every neutral beam injector consists of a neutral beam ion source, arc power supply, filament power supply, high voltage supply, vacuum system, water system, and control system. In order to keep the NBI system running smoothly, all subsystems of the NBI system have their own computer systems [1, 2] . Fig. 1 shows some subsystems that exist in the NBI system. The PLC (programmable logic controller) control system is employed to control the on/off state and operation of the magnet power supply, gas valve, arc power supply, etc. It transmits the states of the power system, water system and vacuum system to the control server. The timing (time-keeping) system outputs precision clock signals to subsystems and realizes synchronous triggers of all subsystems. It gets configuration information from the control server. The DAQ system sends experimental data to the data server. It gets different configuration from the control server, according to different experiment models. The vacuum system provides an ideal vacuum environment. It transfers the vacuum values to the control server to get the real-time display in the vacuum monitoring terminal. The MCC (main control center) system configures the experiment parameter and controls the beginning and end of the experiment. The data server receives and saves the data from the DAQ system and the control system. Another important function is to ensure all subsystems have the same shot number [3] . The control server controls the input/output services of the whole NBI system, verifies whether the experimental parameters of EAST-NBI are reasonable, monitors the states of the experimental equipment in real time, stores the real-time data and makes it easy to perform self-protection and alarm automatically. The TS (timing system) provides a unified clock for the NBI system and ensures the synchronization of output of all subsystems. The VAC (vacuum system) monitors the vacuum level of the vacuum chamber. The WFC (water flow control) controls the cooling water flow rate. The timer (timing monitor system) monitors parameters of MCC. The VST (vacuum show terminal) displays the vacuum value in real time. The TSM (TS status monitor) monitors the status of the Timing System. Timing synchronization software which consists of server software and client software ensures all the above-mentioned subsystems have a unified system time.
Design of server software
Timing synchronization server software was developed under the Linux operating system, using C language. The communication between server and clients' bases on the TCP protocol uses the client/server model. On the server-side, server software is always in a listening state. It uses different threads to deal with different client requests by exploiting multithreading technology.
The flow of server software
Once the timing synchronization server runs, thread A will be created. As shown in Fig. 2 , user information will be created, updated by thread A if the client terminal is a licensed user. Thread A monitors the client requests. As soon as one connection is built, thread A will create new thread A' to listen to the client requests and thread A is used to process the request of the current terminal. If the terminal's registration exists in the shared memory, thread A will update the registration information of this terminal, otherwise thread A saves the new registration information to the shared memory. In this way, thread A creates many threads to process different clients' requests, and these independent threads improve the server's processing capacity and response speed. When there are some problems with one thread, other threads can keep working normally.
The main thread receives messages from terminal input. If the received word is "update", the timing synchronization server will update simultaneously all clients' system time that had connected with the server using the server system time through different threads. If the received word is "access", the server will get system time from clients using multi-thread and compare this time with system time of the server. If mis-timing between server and client is more than one second, the server will update client time again. Each user information saved in the shared memory includes a counter. The initial value of this counter is ten. Once the server fails to send data to this client, the value is subtracted by one. Once the value is equal to 0, this client will be forced off line.
This time synchronization software synchronizes threads by using mutexes. When publishing its data, a thread would acquire a mutex, write to the shared memory, and release the mutex. Once the first thread unlocks/releases the mutex, other threads can add data to the share memory. 
Shared memory
As mentioned above, the design of server software involves multi thread technology, shared memory, TCP protocol, etc. The previous paragraph made a brief description of the multithreading. This part will briefly explain the shared memory.
Under Linux operating system, use the following functions to access to shared memory: a. int shmget(key − t key, size − t size, int shmflg), creates a shared memory of size, if creation is successful, return the shared memory identifier [4] . b. void *shmat(int shmid, void *shmaddr, int shmflag), maps the shared memory whose ID is equal to shmid to the address space of the calling process [4] . c. int shmctl(int shmid, int cmd, struct shmid − ds *buf ), the control function of shared memory, executes a different command according to different cmd, if cmd is equal to IPC − RMID, deletes shared memory [4] . Once the server application runs, a shared memory will be applied and it will be divided into two parts: RegList and SocketInfo. The RegList part is used to save clients' information, such as IP, device ID, server No, and so on. The SocketInfo saves the socket of all clients. The server can communicate with clients through saved socket information.
Multiple threads can share data at the top speed through shared memory. This is good for the accuracy of timing synchronization software. Every thread reads or writes data according to the first address of the shared memory. In this way, a thread can operate any position of the shared memory.
Time functions
System time of the server is the benchmark of timing synchronization. Under Linux operating system, use the following functions to get the system time:
a. time − t time(time − t *now), gets universal time, saves to now [5, 6] . b. struct tm *localtime(const time − t *now), changes the time saved in now to system time [5, 6] . c. int gettimeofday(struct timeval *tv, struct timezone *tz), gets microsecond of system time, saves to tv, and get local time zone, save to tz [5, 6] . After getting the system time, the server application sends unified time to clients according to the terminal input message at the same time using multi thread technology.
Design of client software
Client application works under Linux operating system and Windows operating system. There are some differences between applications under these operating systems.
Client application under Linux operating system
Client application also uses multi thread technology to listen to different orders from the server. In the main thread, the client receives a message from the terminal. If the received word is "reg", the client registers to the server and the server saves this client's information to shared memory. If the word is "update", the client asks for system time from the server actively. After getting time from the server, the client updates system time with the following functions:
a. time − t mktime(struct tm *timeptr), changes data saved in tm struct to seconds elapsed since 00:00:00 UTC, January 1, 1970 [7] . b. int settimeofday(const struct timeval *tv, const struct timezone *tv), sets system time with seconds in tv [7] . Once this client application runs, another thread will be created to receive time message or other commands from the server.
Client application under Windows operating system
This application works under Windows system based on MFC (microsoft foundation classes). MFC dialog provides windows users with a visual interface and makes operation more convenient, intuitive and accurate. Fig. 3 is the operation interface of Windows client application. After registering to the server successfully, the client application uses the GetLocalTime function to get system time and displays in the dialog box. Users can click on the button Hide to call ShowWindow(SW − HIDE) function to hide dialog box to taskbar, click on the Quit button to exit the application and click on Timing Sync to get system time from the server.
Discussion and conclusions
The timing synchronization application software has been successfully applied to the experiment of EAST-NBI. Actually the accuracy of this software is one hundred milliseconds, but 1 second accuracy is enough for the NBI system. The results prove that the multithreading technology reduces the time of program operation, TCP protocol ensures reliable packet delivery through a network, time functions can get and set system time accurately, and the shared memory technology improves the system operational efficiency in processing the rapidly changing data and sharing the data of the NBI. At the same time, the timing synchronization described in the present paper provides all subsystems of the NBI with the same system time, and thus contributes to the uniqueness and recognition of data.
